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Introduction 
Water occupies 70.8% of the Earth's surface area. Its area is 2.5 times 
that of land. Yet, the development of city usually ends at the edge 
of the 丨and, neglecting the potential relationship with the abundant 
natural resource - water. 
Looking at the urban context of Hong Kong, limited 丨and is a major 
cause leading to the high building density. As a result, the availability 
of open space for recreational usage is insufficient. 
In order to deal with this problem, the government has successively 
announced the reclamation projects to "create" more land However, 
in most cases this kind of action would result in great influence to 
the eco-system of water-lives and also adverse effect to the original 
beauty of the river or harbour. Another way that usually applies is to 
build an "island" on the sea. This would create a "virtual land" that 
exists in an isolated state. Therefore there is a lack of relationship with 
the activities happened outside this "island". 
Coming along with the above issues,丨 have several questions 
appeared in my mind. Is architecture necessarily built on land or 
water purely? Can something exist between land and water to create 
a different spatial quality? What is the relationship between human, 
water and architecture? 
11 
Architectural Issue 
Those questions previously mentioned are formulating my exploration 
of how human can be merged to the water by dissolving the boundary 
of the riverside through architecture. 
The word "merged" here is defined to be the fusion of human and 
water physically, visually and spiritually. 
From the very beginning of building shelter for protection, human had 
developed dramatically for the typology and technology of building 
construction. Yet, the aim of protection has been exaggerated than its 
original meaning. Building over the world, especially in Hong Kong, 
becomes a rigid boundary for the desire of proximity between human 
and water. We always bound by the architecture in a confined space, 
losing the opportunity to get closer to the natural element tike water. 
Therefore, in my thesis, there is a hidden agenda of breaking this 
confinement and turns the role of architecture to be a tool facilitating 
the closer relationship between human and architecture. 
We build architecture for sheltering，protection, but also confinement? 
Should we choose to be confined by architecture, and giving up the 
enormous space that the nature offers us ! 
Definition of Water 
Before starting design, I need to get familiar with the definition and 
nature of water. From the literal research, the definition of water can 
be classified in scientific term or psychological term. 
Chemically, two hydrogen atoms combine with one oxygen atom to 
form a single water molecule. They join in such a manner that the 
hydrogen atoms are not on opposite sides of the oxygen atom but are 
separated by an angle of 105。as shown in the figure, its molecules 
move rapidly inside the chemical structure, giving it with the kinetic 
nature. Water is the only substance that is naturally present on the 
earth simultaneously and abundantly in three distinct states, namely 
solid, liquid and gas. 
Psychologically, water is being seen as the basic need of human lives. 
Water, which is essential for human to exist, is closely related to our 
daily lives. No matter how you think of water, it is certain that it has 
implication to our living pattern, our behavior and also our habit. 
"Life starts from water, human has special feeling of water. 厂 
is essential for survival, and still give people with higher quality of 
spiritual enjoyment. “ 
Oxygen 
八 
1. quoted from "Architecture and Water Body" m 
Meaning behind Definition 
The chemical structure of the water reveals the dynmaic property of 
water. Its fast moving molecules give rise to the highly kinetic nature. 
This energy brings up enormous amount of organisms and that's 
why ancient people wouid say "Where has water, where you can find 
human". 
Flowing throughout the earth, water forms a complete loop. Similar to 
this, human life cycle also happens over the world. Water cycle has 
actually symbolized the human life cycle by its nature. Without this 
water cycle, no human can exist Without human, this water cycle has 
nothing important. They co-exist with an inter-dependent relationship. 
A lot of important religious ritual involves the contact with water to 
mean something according to their cultures. For example, the use of 
water for baptism of christian reveals the hoily meaning of water. 
i v 
Research 
Relationship between human, water and architecture has being 
explored long before. Charles,W. Moore began studying water and 
architecture as the subject for his doctoral dissertation in 1950s. 
"Water and architecture have always had for me a part in balancing 
the yin and the yang, and of restoring some semblance of balance to 
our teetering world. “ ^ 
"Yang" in Chinese culture can means many things, it represents male 
sex, hard, strong or crowd. On the contrary, "Yin" represents female 
sex, soft, weak or rare. Both of them are opposite to each other, yet 
complementary to each other. Like human and water, they co-exist 
with an inter-dependent relationship. 
Charles Moore believes that water and architecture has similar 
function, which can mediate between something with conflict. ！ 
guess he thinks both of them are "soft" in nature and can be used for 
balancing the unbalanced events in the world. An hsrmo门ious living 
evnvironment can then be formed. 
, 參 
、 嫂 禽 ' 
2. quoted from ^^Vater and Architecture' 
V 
"Water as architectural material was exuberantly out of step with the 
straight-laced times, being possessed of mysterious qualities that, for 
instance，relate the water in a specific place with all the rest of the 
water in the world, “ ^  
Another quality of water from Charles Moore is its mystery. Unlike 
the routine daily life, water always give surprise to human. Water in 
a specific place is closely related to the rest of it in the world, but 
it performs differently in different region. For example, still water 
produces no sound while murmuring sound is given by slow current. 
Tidal wave and water falls generates the roaring sound which as well 
reveals the temper of the water. The same object of water can produce 
different kind of "echo" responding to the landform’ wind speed, etc. It 
corporates the nature the perform the various rhythms to nourish the 
humans. 
Architecture, similar to water, serves the same purpose. Working on 
a specific site, different kinds of forms and materials can be applied. 
The tremedous amount of design strategies always give people 
surprise and somehow understand more deeply how nice a place can 
be. Ideally, architecture works with the nature to enrich the human 
lives and also provide a space for their activities. It also can create 
the city rhythms by, for instance, density, form, spatial and structural 
order. It affects the human feeling by its proportion, facade, etc. All 
these characters have created a common dialogue between water 
and architecture. 
3. quoted from "Vmer and Architecture" Y1 
"Water can be categorized to dynamic mode or static mode. For 
dynamic mode, most probably it happens to us as a fountain. Fountain 
has various forms of water, like water screen (a vertical water 
surface), wafer cone, water column，etc. This mode of water makes 
the inferior space more exciting. The static environment together with 
the dynamic water creates view, virtual body \ Practically such water 
can also reduce the interior noise level. “ ^ 
"For static mode, it calms down the complicated emotions of people, 
and gives them a quiet and harmonious environment for thinking. 
This mode of ivafe厂 can be divided into small surface and large 
surface. There are several kinds of relationship between static water 
and architecture. Architecture can be above the water surface, and 
generating a sense of merging and yet still isolating from the water 
surface. It can be linking with the water surface，or uses water as the 





i l body means the v/ater occupies space just at certain time 
quoted from "ArcNtecturs and VV^ter Body 
6. quoted from "ArcNtecture and Water Body' Vll 
Despite water and architecture reveals similarities, they are still 
different in certain ways. Normally, people view water as a two-
dimensional surface as it appears to us most of the time just as water 
surface. It expresses its feeling by varying the form, speed and the 
sounds produced. On the contrary, architecture always emphasize on 
the three-dimensional creation of space. It also expresses different 
qualities by varying the texture of materials and envelope, etc. 
If we can understand more on the two elements, we can actually 
break through the traditional way of design thinking and give rise to a 
new architectural language. 
Architecture always tends to express 3-dimensionaf quality and texture vm 
"We came from the water; our bodies are largely water; and water 
plays a fundamental role in our psychology. We need constant access 
to water, all around us; and we cannot have it without reverence for 
water in all its forms. But everywhere in cities wafer is out of reach.“, 
As stated by the above reference from the Pattern Language, we 
understand how important water to us. We need to be conscious about 
the relationship between water and us. Water does not only mean 
something which can fulfil our physical need, rather it is something 
which drives the humans to a more enjoyable state. It feeds our 
psychological needs in various ways, like providing the wonderful 
scenes around us, calm down our emotions when we are angry, etc. 
Water is so important to us that we cannot have it without reverence. 
However, in most regions over the world, we just try to keep it away. 
Sometimes we even think it is dangerous to get closer to water. 
Therefore everywhere in cities water is out of reach. For this, we need 
to clarify what is the reason behind and how to justify. We should 
agree that this issue is a dilemma. Nevertheless, we should not give 
up the exploration and breakthrough of this preconception towards 
water. 
7. cpxstedfrom 'A Paitem Language' i x 
Architectural Position 
After doing the research work, I realise that architecture in many cases 
is not the main body of a place. It exists is not because we want it to be 
existed. Rather, it exists to facilitate the occurence of certain events. 
Therefore, in my thesis, I would read architecture as a tool facilitating 
my idea of "dissolving the boundary of the riverside". It serves as a 
softening catalyst as what Charles Moore meant in his exploration. 
Many actual examples of improvement works on the waterfronts 
has shown that adverse condition is resulted finally. Two reasons 
accounts mainly for this. Firstly, many designers focus on the program 
requirement of the projects and neglect to respond to the original 
context of the site. This would lead to the addition of an "alien" to the 
site. Secondly, as most waterfronts has long dimension and designers 
usually build huge "architecture" on the edge. This on one hand would 
make people to use their sense of scale, while on the other hand, 
destroy the original beauty of the waterfront. 
Owing to the above precedents, I have added another layer for my 
architectural position. I hope my architecture would get a harmonious 
relationship with the existing fabric of the site. Moreover, I would 
fragment this "tool" to make it more penetrative to the human activities 
there and also more conforming to the human scale. 
X 
Site Selection 
Since Hong Kong has a long coastal line and most islands are 
surrounded by water, my original selection for the site is cerain part 
along the Victoria Harbour. However, these areas are mainly used for 
the commercial transportation by large vessels. The government has 
neglected the opportunity of using the water for human activities in 
such a nice place. Like Tsim Sha Tsui, the waterfront walkway has its 
atmosphere greatly destroyed by the noise and visual barrier of the 
huge vessels, which can be seen so frequently. Therefore my original 
choice of site has been changed. 
Shing Mun River at Shatin is a prominent resource, and it becomes a 
symbol of the district. Near to it is the beautiful Shatin Central Park, at 
which many people spend their leisure time for walking, playing and 
execising. Nevertheless, the river bounds the activities of the people 
by a sharp waterfront barrier. It becomes a line in the city which 
interrupts the relationship between the human and the water. Since 
the river is an enriching element for the city life there, I hope I can do 
something to improve the relationship between the people and the 
water there. 
As the river is located at a place very near to the Shatin KCR station， 
Town Hall and New Town Plaza where large amount of people cluster 
around, it is highly desirable to provide some public recreational facility 
at the Shing Mun River to respond to this great human flow. Moreover, 
every year when Chinese Dragon Festival comes, there is dragon 
boat racing at the Shing Mun River. This in fact shows the potential 
development of the river than the present under-utilized state. 
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Shing Mun River is a 7km long，200m wide channel running from the 
Tai Wai area, through the Shatin town centre to the Tolo Harbour. 
It has three main tributaries, namely Tai Wai Nullah, Fo Tan Nullah 
and Siu Lek Yuen Nullah. Along the Shing Mun River, are high-rise 
residential, commercial and industrial buildings with numerous village 
type developments scattered around. 
Although Shing Mun River is primarily designed for the drainage of 
stormwater from Shatin with a catchment area of 37km^, it is also 
a popular place for the recreational users such as rowers, riverside 
walkers and cyclists to have fun and enjoyment. 
XUl 
TaiWai Nullah Fo Tan Nullah 
Siu Lek Yuen Nullah 
XIV 
Need 
The program of my thesis is "Introductory Path for Water Sports". I 
want to create a path which helps to encourage people to extend their 
activities from the land to the water. This path acts as a learning place 
for the public to understand more about the water sports so as to 
provoke their interests. 
Hong Kong is a place of limited resources and many people cannot 
have the opportunity to enjoy water sports owing to the lack of 
available locations. Therefore these types of sports are unfamiliar to 
the public and thus people lose a chance to enjoy their "water life". 
Currently, the government is considering to open up the reservoirs 
in Hong Kong for recreational usage. However, since the water in 
the reservoir is for drinking, the majority of the public has raised out 
their concern of the pollution problem after opening up the reservoir. 
It has the conflict to the public safety and also violates the objective of 
building the reservoir for storing and supplying clean water. Besides, 
all these reservoirs are far away from the urban area (unlike Shing 
Mun River), making people difficult to access. 
Therefore, the use of Shing Mun River to cope with this need for 
water recreational space is more appropriate. The main aim for this 
Introductory Path for Water Sports is to promote the water sports to 
the general public rather than just provide a place for water sports 
lovers, thus it serves for the whole city instead of only a small group 
of people. 
Aberdeen Up Reservoir 
Tai Tarn Sub Reservoir 
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REVITALISING THE EDGE 
- a Water Sports Learning Path 
、ISCALVING THc EDGE OF THE RIVERSIDE 
THE INTERACTION BETWEEN HUMAN & VYAi [ I 
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BACKGROUND 
Unlike the routine daily life, water always give surprise to human. 
Water in a specific place is closely related to the rest of it in the world, 
but it performs differently in different region. 
Architecture, similar to water, serves the same purpose. Working on 
a specific site, different kinds of forms and materials can be applied. 
The tremendous amount of design strategies always gives people 
surprise and lets people understand more deeply how nice a place can 
be. Ideally, architecture works with the nature to enrich the human lives 
and also provides a space for their activities. It can also create the city 
rhythms. 
In Hong Kong, most riversides are treated in a traditional way of straight 
edge. Barrier is added to prevent people from contacting with water. I t changes 
the great riverside to a boring path. People walking along it can feel no space, 
no sense of human scale, and even no exciting experience. The interaction 
between human and water is prohibited. 
Water sports becomes more and more popular in Hong Kong, yet the general 
understanding of it by the public is not deep enough. Therefore, in my thesis 
I take advantage of the resource of Shing Mun River Channel in Shatin to 
create a water sports learning path to promote water sports to the public. 
I hope the path can enrich the walking experience of the riverside, allow people 
to learn more about water sports, and initiate the communication between human 
and water. 
ARCHITECTURE SHOULD WORK TOGETHER WITH WATER TO CONTRIBUTE TO HUMAN LIVES 
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SUE SECTION AA' 
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SITE SECTION BB' 




SUE SECTION CC (OPTION 2) 
SITE SECTION DD' 
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Volumes of spaces are "inserted" 
in-between the structures 
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Tectonics of the Main Element 
(supporting building of the learning path) 
structure 
(recessing backwards) 
Lighting Device Location 
(along the main circulation axis) 
Zoning 
("inserted" between the structure) 
metallic reflective surface ^ 
Lighting Device Size 一 
(varies according to zoning depths) 
Main Circulation Axis 
(penetrating through the zonings) Openings 
(maximized at riverfront side) 
Roof Form 
(dynamic front and back outline) 
Entrance Space 
(recessing building form creates 






Tectonics of the Cafe 
Setting Module for the space 
Shifting the Module to differentiate 
different qualitites of spaces (spaces 
under sunlight are "pushed" out, 
spaces under shading are "pulled" in 
Strengthening the sense of module 
by the structures which hold the roof 
elements 
Defining the direction of routes for the 
canoes by the supporting structures of 
the cafe area I ‘ 
Wooden plates and glass plates are used 
alternatively to give the spaces different 
lighting qualities 












circular hollow i 
(holding the hanging plants) 
soti layer 
I ‘ • ‘ 
I r 




Dynamic Edge enhancing 
the ways of interaction 
The profile of the wooden 
planks suggests the various 
directions of interaction, which 
is different from the previous 
straight shoreline. 
Contiuous landscape from 
river to the sky 
The grass area connects the landscaping 
from the river, crossing the path, forming 
the seating and then going up to the sky 
to provide the shelter. The surface dissolves 
the river edge spatially and visually. -
\ L\ 
• 1 ! i 
Symmetry with the site 
To respect for the synnnnetric layout 
of the site features (the tent and Che 赛 
two nearby stairs), the rowing platforms 
and the windsurfing areas extends this 
symmetric property on the riverfront. 
Different levels of steps are 
formed to facilitate the players 
to land on at different tidal 
heights of the river 
Dynamic Storing Holder 
To reinforce the overall theme of dissolving 
edge, a dynamic storing holder area is created. 
It serves to store the equipment for water sports, 
while architecturally it avoids the setting up of the 
rigid visual boundary by such dynamic arrangement. .jar 
Symmetry with the site 
To strengthen the symmetrical axis 
of the parallel walls inside the park, 
a circulation path is created. The path 
would pass through a special seating area 
the "sand region", the canoeing landing 
platforms and the "floating cafe". Since 
many people would pass through that 
the path in-between the parallel walls, 
the accentuated axis for the created path 
can draw the public flow fromt he inside 
park to the path at the riverfront. 
Tne patti has "embrace" the canoeing 
ptatforms. The activities is morged into 
I ho pdll i txXJi spatially and visually. The 
inteftjctjon between players and the 
pe(J4;t»tri3ns can be greally enhanced. 
The cor>oc»n^ piatforms coasj$t of scvcrol 
Icvds. This responds Co the ttdai rnovcmcnt 
of t^c river. Pioyers con use different plotforms 
I at that moment. 
high I 
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Dissolving the Wall Boundary 
The strong and rigid boundary set up by 
parallel walls has highly restricted the 
ibility of the public to the riverfront. In 
break through such limitation 
is made to cross over the walls to provide ： 
well as a higher position to observe the act iv i^^oC；^-




The dynamic seating area is built up from some 
seating elements (blue colour in the diagram) ^ ,打 • 
on some bigger elements (orange colour in the diagram). 
They work together to provide the diversified seatpg 
gestures. -
Interlocking between River and Land 
m 
i wm 酸 < m 
r At certain points, water "inserts" into th ^ 
narrow water pathways, while sometimes the wooden planks f * 
comes out to the river to extend the land surface. Altogether, • 
the river and the land is interlocked and become more clos^ry 
related than before, where Just a sharp edge is found between • 
them. The canoeing landing area acts tike a transition s p a c e ^ ^ i ^ - ^ J p ^ J R ^ - : 
from the land to the river. 
Sensation of Floating 
The cafe is located above the river and detached from the 
by a certain distance. As found from the research study, this ki' 
of architectural arrangement can create the sensation of fioati 
letting people to feel they are part of the river, to constitute 
composition of it. In addition, the roof form of Ihe cafe reveals 
the natural phenomenon of edge of the land shaped by the water. 
- I : • ： 丨 , • ； 
Merging with the site 
In order to have a closer relationship for the river with 
the park of the site, an underground gallery is formed. 
Physically it connects the park to the riverfront, directing 
people to the learning path. The shape of the gallery is 
created accordtr>g to the existing site condition, the dynamic 
outline "echo" with the nearby site forces. The bridges over 
it provide the access to it as well as respond to the similar _ 
bridge over the pond. The highly penetrative glass roof of th， 
gallery makes an analogy to the water in the pond. Location of 
the gallery is chosen at the circulation hub of the site, inducing 
the greatest public flow to the riverfront. 
Edge Seating 
At the sloping part of the site, there are two zones created. 
One is dynamic nature and forming part of the circulation of the 
learning path while the other is static nature and providing 
stationary conditions for people to rest. In-between the two 
zones, there is an edge formed. To dissolve this edge, sloping 
planks are used to allow people to ！ay down and use their bod也 
overlapping the two regions. Thus, the edge disappears visually. 
At one side of the dynamic zones, there are some recessed space 
to provide seating area for people. This further strengthens the 
overall theme of dissolving edges. 
Dissolving the Edge by human activities 
At the end of the learning path, there is a sloping region. 
To take advantage of this site feature, two diving planks 
made to allow people to practise diving. Such activities 
symbolizes Ihe breaking through of the boundary beCwei 
the river and the land. Since the water in the swimming pool 
comes from the river and thus there is a close relationship 
the nver and the human activities. Physically, the pool is enclose 
by the plastic mesh for safety, and panels can be attache 
enclose the space (similar to cofferdam) for maintenance 







Variation with Time 
Since the wooden planks are made with simple and dear shape, the 
many elements can form a different overall profile at different period 
of time by changing the order among themselves. This fast and 
efficient re-arrangement of the planks gives pedestriane exciting 
and surprising experience when walking along the path. The created 
shorline in addition "revitalise" a coherent relationship with the water. 
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EXISTING PATH EXPERIENCE 
(inspiration) 
Path surrounded by the water 
and then by a layer of greenery 
(total natural environement) 
the path i$ "inserted" into a 
totally natural environment, 
layers of surroundings give 
clear spatial definition In 
the ortser of path. water 
and then greenery. 
walking aicng the path 
wnthm tfws section provides 
people with a spir<uai 
release and get rid of the 
busy part of "city life", now 
they enter another part of 
life which is more 'leisure 
mode' and comfortable. 
Visual layers of greenery and 
then high-rise building creates 
interesting contrast 
(mixed composition) 
the layer of greenery repre-
sents the natural, while the 
layer of high-rise building 
represents the rapid deve-
lopment of the region, these 
two layers together forms 
an interesting composition 
and contrast, making surpr-
ise to the people walking 
along the path. 
Path with rigid boundary 
formed by stationary space 
(community created) 
the path is in-between two 
stationary space, where has 
some benches for people to 
take a rest. 
people can sit down in such 
a natural environment and 
starts to talk with each other 
even they dont know each 
other before, a community 
or group is then created for 
sharing their life experience 
or interested topic. 
The layers of greenery and high 
-rise buildings form the backgr-
ound of the human activities 
(mixed composition) 
\ when people walks along the 
path or sit down on a bench, 
the background of view Is 
composed of the greenery 
and high-rrse buildings. 
All these together provides 
an interesting due for the 
development of that area. 
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Repeating structural elements 
strengthen the linearity of the 
path 
the repeating structural el-
ements (mainty column and 
beam) defines a strong line-
ar space, the arrangements 
of the columns also provides 
a sense of rtiythm. 
people con sit down on the 
benches located «v Between 
the columns. As a resuit, the 
people themselves also form 
a definition for the linear 
space. 
Pavilion serves as the node 
between two paths and sug-
gests the transition between 
spaces — 
to highlights the transition 
from one space to another, 
a pavilion is created betw-
een the two paths, the pa-
vilion can function as a bu-
ffer space to allow people 
to take a rest, this contrasts 
to the itfiear space of the 
path which encourages the 
continuous movement of 
the people. 
Path "hidden" in the greenery 
(direction suggested by the 
visual due ) 
a path is "huKJen" in the 
greenery when people 
walk along another path. 
Through the gap between 
the greeneries, there is 
visual clue to guide you to 
discover the path. 
This way of suggesting dire-
ction provides an alternative 
architectural language of 
planning. The direction of 
movement Is not straight-
forward, rather in a mode 
</ observation and discovery, 
which makes the space more 
interesting and Interactive. 
Strategies for creating the Visual Interest through the Path 
When people walking along the path, 
the visual and spaba) variation gives 
them exciting experience. The nodes, 
which represents some activities taken 
place there, gives them direction of 
approach. The "crooked" nature of the 
path allows provides the diversified 
angle of vision w»hen the people goes 
to a certain r«ode. 
f 
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HUMAN, WATER and ARCHIECTURE 
Dissolving the boundary of the waterfront 
by the human activities 
activities 
waters 
tho sziaoe or the fKetside aliens peop e to sat, to and to 
hdvf d「y jc t r / tiirs '.^d： I f i tv wddl. the i ld i r f o … d 
betwt-w Uie Idrid wK^ the Wd'.er veh c e iin二 ihus further d ssolves 
thK yhdfp tfd^e. a Idyvt of hunidn achvihes is i r e r in. 
between the wdter dfK： the land. 
Dissolving the boundary of the waterfront 
by the easy acccss to the water 
the k>vr ssa: f^g 
also to JSC t t r i -
[f-rm 
(b li . 
the »%oter. 
to S(t nc^r xhc walefror t ard 
:dy to roucti to n-e water th s s very 
tianal、、ai of bi^ itr.mg ra li，g r。p'rven: 
the viater. cwiag to s-ch h gi" access-
I beco-nc more wi I卜g to "corn.THinirate* 




the steps enclcs n^ the water p-cv <l«rs dn VDldteC qua! ty 'or 
I h t I h t s l e v 、 I W lcx> hf*^ to wdlk. d l jn^ , Ihcrefore 
it j jU stfvts vedUuj p d.e therv dre ⑷mt? olhet 
fcr kmy j p f 'cvviriy t*vvT Uh^  iUTv f^  w rnc fkn*ir y 
wdler i \hHii U tr -yr-dr^ic dl/TiuxJ^^i^t； I h t rvrfltr 
plcy>njfOjnd. 
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Floating on the water 
I T " ! iTTri" 上！I 
&y f c ^ ^ g a p'ai 
usater S'jrface, pi 
mto tfre water 
t>3dy alDOiC l^c • 
dcftntion vvtiKh ( 
rm, ' /mch s f<jr away fro'n the lancJ, over the 
: le wolW •/itua'tY themselves 'merged" 
:e. atterfwtiveiy, we can feel the fiOtJt'.ng of the 
tc-, tn s giircs us anrthcr v‘s on of r^e spobai 
Ifoani 1 IcnC. 
Discrete elements floating on the water connect 
different islands 
flr*aring f^ lr-mfnr^ 
/t城 
tfx: di5crctc floating elements term an occcss Tom one is^ n^d 
to ono^ hKr. it jcts like a bndgc, but of d ffccnt l atto/v^ s 
peep c to get closcr to tnc ted ng the mzrgiog ol chc 
^u-nan bcdy into t ” c spacc of water and in〕n o igzn c moCc 
;cw\ing to the random position of t r c siscrctc dements). 
Building serving 
water 
the node of the path over the 
water 
fcng the p j t h ^vhKrh dHa>\s peop 
f th t r e viatC'Cds well ds get closer to t: 
i rgs wh ch f t x ^ s the nrcle fu'^ cT orally, 
rtme 5-upc>0"t-ng faciMie^ for the hum an 
»rne w h y ^rea 
Pdth (pl^ iirtTfn) 
h.^'e Cifferert 
t；. there cer t^^ b j i i 
building? can pfov 
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HUMAN, WATER a n d ARCHIECTURE 
(religious) 
Steps enhancing the relation-
ship between human & water 
the steps on the riverside 
shortens the physical 
seporation between the 
human and the nver. 
people can make use of the 
water from the river to their 
daily lives, Wke washing 
clothes, bathing, etc. 
Visual connection initiated bet-
ween people on the two sides 
the river separates the 
people physically and 
provides anohter kind of 
dialogue among them. 
The eye contacts actually 
9>ves them an alternative 
way of communication, 
which is visually. 
Inter-connected islands above 
the water 
the islands floating on the 
water arc inter-connected 
by the path, nodes are 
thus created in contrast to 
(he path. 
people can feel the fusion 
of their bodies into the 
water by walking along the 
path or staying inside the 
"building nodes". 
Intermediate space between 
the riverside and the river 
steps of different hierarchy 
are used to differentiate the 
spaces. 
an intermediate level is 
created to act as a transition 
space between the riverside 
and the river. 
Alternate platform and water 
space creates the rhythm 
the platforms and the water 
spaces between them 
together create a spatial 
rhythm. 
water surrounds platforms, 
platforms surrounds water, 
an ambiguity of "figure and 
ground" has been produced. 
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Isolated island with boat as the 
only circulation 
the island Floating on the 
water has no direct connec-
tion to the land, this highly 
emphasize its spatial impo-
rtance and visually it beco-
mes the focus of the people. 
the only way for people to 
approach to the island is 
through the boat, which 
encourages people to get 
closer to the water. 
Enclosing space for water usage 
(Valley space) 
, the enclosing walls form a 
very strong spatial definition 
for people to use the water 
in their daily lives.. 
the walls accentuates the 
focus of the people to the 
activities happened m the 
internal environment. 
Small theatre concentrating on 
the central water space 
the water space Is entirely 
enclosed by the various 
levels of platforms, with this 
arrangement, the space be-
comes the spatial, visual and 
also the spiritual concentra-
tion of the whole environm-
ent. 
this kind of space is highly 
desirable for transferring of 
knowledge from one person 
to large group of people. 
Raised isolated island with steps 
further emphasize the spatial 
importance 
m addition to the Isolated 
island, the raised building 
further emphasises the sp-
tial importance. This is hig-
hly suitable for "marking" 
the space that requires the 
focus of the public. 
The reflection in the water 
highlights the entrance. 
the reflection of the budding 
entrance (and also the buil-
ding itself) catches the att-
ention of the people more 
easily, it is helpful In high-
lighting the entrance for a 
buikhng or provoking the 
visual interest of the people 
towards the architecture. 
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ACTIVITIES RESEARCH 
The sm^a!) zarKKS art onto Wc viatc surface from the 
try A: iNi ixjTie cjrt?d, t卜t? ？s lo fTKJvt? in 
pard te寺 rrodf- As a resuH, conQestior wou d ？"app^fn »r» cert^ jfT 
Thrs rs^ vtjj'v ；le fet^ wtfed bpcce for (.dficeing sl^ xjkj 
De Itvan the exisUr»g (x-ndjtons 
-ro^te, xjt IN.' • 
/ J iiiii 
• canoes a-rar^ ged tn d^rsti^ l Jlrw o^n 
Cfif»-s(."r>firJirHj A f t fWTS. 
In o';ier tc the cong^ ed situ«l»cn cf tn« cano 
pMNxPTS be bu't fcr th- p^ jrd H coroev Th ; 
l»C>vid*-> Ci for ttif std'tirwj of tU' ‘ j 
th— other hind spetTi^ tfe dir^ ctior^ ^ :rf th« routei I 
• III 
N hlU* I 、、乂 
：.A. 
EOvtJrg Conditions 
The cencKftng pUsytr 
fnxn tre and :Lheir c^ noei \ 
EufcTi-q Cor*Ninons 
Mary activities "ucpprw ir a itrr.ted a 
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i^tcing piotfjrw^ Mr) ir bctv^ ccn 3C3CC for mc ca-iocs ard ofso 
for aaniTKj me can bg a good w,ict<n to ovod rrv? congestK*!. In 
0A3 two. It 5JWC5 C CJCJr pKtCT for tr>C C)(JY:t5 ard cfeo crcjtcs C SEWCiai 





As there is no specific location for the placement of the canoes. a 
cnaotic situation appears every nme when some peope want to 
start their canoeing trip. Sometimes, the moving canoes are very 
near to the persons who are raising the canoe to t fe water surface. 
This Is a very dangerous conditions, serious Injjries may be happened. 
Besides, people can got to the canoe only by passing through the 
rough land surface witn stones. This is extremely undesirable and 
becomes a risk to tne players. 
Corresponding Actions 
Space shouic be provided separately fcr storr.g t re canoes ard 
piaytng of it OruiiatJon should afeo be thougM carefuly in order 
to avoid the acc dents. Builcinq platforms is a good alternative to 
the rough land surface for approaching to the canoes. 
Existing Conditions 
A p atform s required to allow peop e tc check thler rowboats as weB 
as to standby for some other people. The ptjyers have their playing tools 
(e.g. oar) temporary placed on the platform. Thersfo-e enough space 
should be provided for such usaje ay them. 
Existing Conditions 
The ptotform is useful lor trw rowboats to start its trip As another 
function, the ptotform also acts as o siting pU»or for the playrrs to 
wait for their rowing trip. Te acres* to the platform, two metal ra/rps 
are used to connect betwwr ore platform and the land. 
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Original Second Major Pedestrian Spine 
SITE ANALYSIS 
：零 
Original Major Pedestrian Spine 
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Modified Major Pedestrian Spine 
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Modified Second Major Pedestrian Spine 
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¥ 
Location and Access Routes of Spots 
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Interchange Points for Major Pedestrian Spines 
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